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Local vs global heating

• Conventional approach assumes therapy arises from 
uniform heating.

• Is that the whole story?
• In the following

– We review experimental evidence for rapid local 
temperature increase on the nanometre scale

– We investigate a possible mechanism of local heating 
arising from individual switching events

– Demonstrate irreversible behaviour in ‘non-switching’ 
particles due to interparticle interactions

– Dynamic simulations show 3rd mechanism: heating due to 
precessional switching



Goal: energy dissipated by each particle - individually?

global SAR

local SAR: SAR1; SAR2;...
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Motivation

 Successful AC hyperthermia treatment with negligible SAR
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Experiment: Theory: 

Need to study the heat dissipated at the individual particle level, 

i.e. local heat, in addition to the global (average system) one

Need to build nm-scale time-resolved temperature profiles – requisite: 
accurate knowledge of the power dissipated by each particle within the sysem



kinetic Monte Carlo

• Aggregation after cell internalization → strong
interparticle dipolar interactions

L. Gutiérrez, M. P. Morales

“cellular internalisation can 
disable Brownian relaxation”

kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) ideally suited



kinetic Monte Carlo model

Master equation – real time description of the system dynamics



Models used here

• Energy minimisation approach (KL)

• kMC model at zero K – equivalent to energy 
minisation. 

• Both models used in parallel for tests – show 
heating for non-switching particles

• Direct estimate of temperature rise shows 
heating from precession



How to estimate the local heating?

𝑆𝐴𝑅 = 𝐻𝐿 · 𝑓

H



How to estimate the local heating?

Inverted loops   “negative” area? 

H H

*Particles by L. Gutiérrez, M. P. Morales



2 particle case𝐻𝑑𝑖𝑝 modifies 𝐻𝑙𝑜𝑐: Ԧ𝜇𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 flips if 𝐻𝑙𝑜𝑐 > 𝐻𝐶
(Aligned case) 

Ԧ𝜇

Hd+H=Hloc Hd+H=Hloc

Ԧ𝜇

Low
interaction

High 
interaction



D1 = 20 nm D2 = 10 nm

𝐻𝑎𝑝𝑝 Ƹ𝑧
D

𝑀𝑆𝑉1 Ƹ𝑧 𝑀𝑆𝑉2 Ƹ𝑧

Simple case:           

Premise:
Global area IS dissipated heat

kMC
𝐸𝑇 = 𝐸𝐾 + 𝐸𝑍 + 𝐸𝐷



Simulation of different interaction conditions – 2 particles



Simulation of different interaction conditions – 2 particles

Local area ≠ dissipated energy
…how to estimate local heat?



Evolution of each particle energy



𝑖

𝐴𝑖 =

−𝐻𝐶 𝐻𝐶

 % (1)



Evolution of each particle energy



• A-type: irreversible transition between energy

minima

• B-type: irreversible transition within a minimum

caused by a jump of the neighboring particle

Jump types
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• A-type: irreversible transition between energy

minima

• B-type: irreversible transition within a minimum

caused by a jump of the neighboring particle

Jump types

B
B



Defining jump types

Before Ԧ𝜇𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 switching: After Ԧ𝜇𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 switching:



Global area is recovered from
‘A’ jumps and from ‘A’+’B’ jumps

Global area is only recovered
from ‘A’+’B’ jumps
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Direct ΔT estimation

MCE

MFH



Direct ΔT estimation

MCE

MFH

• No longitudinal relaxation -> LLG lattice-coupled
• Limit case of α=1



Direct ΔT estimation – noninteracting case



Direct ΔT estimation – interacting case



Direct ΔT estimation – interacting case

Energy dissipation
at the NSW- event



Direct ΔT estimation – interacting case

Energy dissipation
at the NSW- event

Significant heating
at the NSW+ event!



Direct ΔT estimation – interacting case



Direct ΔT estimation – interacting case
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Direct ΔT estimation – interacting case
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Summary

 Experiments show the need to study local heating

 Local inverted hysteresis loops appear for strong interacting conditions

 Local areas do not account for local dissipated heat

 Energy jumps of individual NPs are a promising way to access local information

 Energy may be released also by the non-switching particle

 Third mechanism is dissipation during precessional switching

 Next steps

 Develoment of kinetic Monte Carlo model to calculate local heat dissipation.

 Coupled with bioheat equation to calculate local temperature rise for comparison

with experiment

 Strong implications for other related areas such as heat-triggered drug release.



kinetic Monte Carlo
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Magnetic fluid hyperthermia Heat mediated drug delivery
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